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Credits Transferred

GENERAL EDUCATION

HUMANITIES (11)
- ENGL 1013 Expository Wrtg (3)
- ENGL 1023 MLA Research Writing (3)
- ENGL 3123 Adolescent Lit (3)
- COMM 1212 Speech (2)

SCIENCE/MATH (7)
- Math (3): one course from the following:
  - Pre-Calculus; or Statistics
- SCIE _______ Science with Lab (4)

SOCIAL SCIENCE (10)
- History (3) Select one course from the following:
  - World Civ I or II or BLUS History (3)
- PEDU 2421 Safety Seminar (1)
- PSYC 2563 Lifespan Psychology (3)
- SOCI 1113 Survey of Sociology (3)

BIBLICAL STUDIES (16)
- BIBL 1103 OT Hist/Lit (3)
- BIBL 1203 NT Hist/Lit (3)
- BIBL 2553 Biblical Interpretation (3)
- BIBL 4791 Integration (1)
- THEO 1213 Christian Thought (3)
- BIBL/THEO Elective (3)

MUSIC MAJOR

MUSIC CORE (38)
- MUSI 1113 Written Theory I (3)
- MUSI 1123 Written Theory II (3)
- MUSI 1131 Ear Training I (1)
- MUSI 1141 Ear Training II (1)
- MUSI 2113 Written Theory III (3)
- MUSI 2123 Written Theory IV (3)
- MUSI 2131 Ear Training III (1)
- MUSI 2141 Ear Training IV (1)
- MUSI 3163 Composition I (3)
- MUSI 3223 Music History/Lit II (3)
- MUSI 4753 Choral Music Methds/Rpt (3)
- MUSI 4773 Instrumental Methds/Rpt (3)
- MUAP 2141 Brass Methods (1)
- MUAP 2151 Percussion Methods (1)
- MUAP 2161 String Methods (1)
- MUAP 2171 Woodwind Methods (1)
- MUAP 2582 Basic Computer Notation (2)
- MUAP 3312 Conducting I (2)
- MUAP 3322 Conducting II (2)

ENSEMBLE REQUIREMENTS (0)
- Select SIX courses from the following (0):
  - Concert Choir
  - NW Choralons, NW Choralons Rhythm
  - NW Jazz Band, NW Vocal Jazz
  - Wind Ensemble

PRIVATE LESSONS (4)
- Select four (4) credits on one instrument:
  - MUPL_______ Major Instrument
  - MUPL_______ Major Instrument
  - MUPL_______ Major Instrument
  - MUPL_______ Major Instrument

NOTE: If piano is not the student’s major instrument, MUAP 1111 & 2111
Class Piano I & II must also be taken.

GENERAL ELECTIVES (6)

PROFESSIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Phase I: Foundations (6)
- EDUC 2012 Foundations of Education (2)
- EDUC 2011 Foundations of Education Lab (1)
- PSYC 2553 Educational Psychology (3)

Before Phase II, the student must be formally admitted to the Education Program.

Phase II: Instructional Skills (17)
- EDUC 3002 Multicultural Education (2)
- EDUC 3013 Instructional Design (3)
- EDUC 3022 Classroom Management (2)
- EDUC 4012 Special Needs in Education (2)
  - Secondary Education Methods Block
  - EDUC 3032 Assessment of Learning (2)
  - EDUC 4701 Methods Practicum (1)
  - EDUC 4713 Sec Ed Methods (3)
  - EDUC 4772 Read/Writ in Content Area (2)

Phase III: Application (10)
- EDUC 4971 Student Teaching Seminar (1)
- EDUC 4989 Pract III: Student Teaching (9)

Notes: